
THE BICKERSONS
Put Out the Lights!

Program Guide by Ben Ohmart

When Philip Rapp’s
humorous marital skit debuted
on Drene Time in 1946, it was
truly an original piece of
business. Up until then,
couples on the radio did not
shout at each other. Oh yes,
there was argument, even
insult—but outright yelling,
pleading…snoring? No. John
and Blanche Bickerson were a
progression of realism and
modernism unto themselves.

Its stars, Don Ameche and Frances Langford, had never played this type of
comedy before. Ameche had been cast in many film roles as the hot-headed editor or the take-
charge film director, so he knew how to yell with the best of them. But, for singer Frances
Langford - who up until then had only helped with some Bob Hope gags while touring the
globe entertaining soldiers - The Bickersons was a total departure from both her on and off
radio personas. “Phil always said, ‘Just play it like a nagging wife,’” recalled Frances years
later. “And, I would do it, and he would say, ‘Nastier.’ Actually, it wasn’t hard to do at all.
Phil’s scripts were so well written that the laughs got themselves. And, I got all that bad temper
out of my system.”

Blanche would go out and buy herself a hat with the rent money, then just come
home to sit around all day, lonely and waiting for John (who never seemed to make an
appearance until 2:00 in the morning). Poor husband John, victim of Contagious Insomnia, or
Schmoo’s Disease, would finally crawl into bed after a hard day’s night selling bowling balls
or vacuum cleaners. He’d start snoring as soon as his head hit the pillow. Blanche would wake
him up to complain that they never talk…then, boy, did they talk!

The characters of John and Blanche were the sole creations of Philip Rapp, radio
writer for Eddie Cantor and Fanny Brice, and film scriptwriter for Danny Kaye. Rapp often
said that he based The Bickersons on his own marital strife, sometimes gleaning a few
situations (such as the bagged garbage mistaken for John’s lunch) from the activities or notions
of his wife Mary. Phil and Mary, who met early in their vaudeville careers, remained married
for over 60 years, however, and never divorced.

Blanche: You never loved me!
John: I did, too. I mean, I do, too!

However, the original John (Don)
and Blanche (Frances) found continuing fame
on the radio once again in the 1960s and ‘70s
doing a wealth of commercials, feuding for
the likes of Easy-Off oven cleaner, Coffee
Rich coffee cream and Top-Value trading
stamps. They even recorded several hit
albums for Columbia records in the ‘60s,
which collectively sold over a million copies
and were frequently requested by listeners of
radio stations that played comedy.

John and Blanche Bickerson may
not be an “official” comedy team, in the
Abbott & Costello and Marx Bros. sense, but
even today, they are hilarious, proving that
good argument is eternal.

Episodes Included in This Collection:

CD 1
A: Drene Time - Everybody Has a Baby - 01/05/1947
B: Drene Time - Amos the Driving Instructor - 02/23/1947

CD 2
A: Drene Time - Blanche Bets On The Horses - 03/16/1947
B: The Bickersons - Pink Slip (Audition) - 12/13/1948

CD 3
A: The Bickersons - The Fatal Anniversary Present - 06/05/1951
B: The Bickersons - The Gooseby Vacation - 07/10/1951

CD 4
A: The Bickersons - Blanche’s Expensive Injury - 07/17/1951
B: The Bickersons - John’s Snoring Dilemma - 08/21/1951

Ben Ohmart is the author of The Bickersons (published by BearManor Media), the official
biography, culled from more than 40 boxes of Philip Rapp’s own papers.
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Most sources report The Bickersons’ debut as September 8, 1946 - when the first
Drene Time radio show aired over NBC Sunday nights at 10, sponsored by Drene Shampoo.
But, the first script using The Bickersons—indeed the first Drene Time script found in the
Philip Rapp collection—was dated December 15, 1946, and it obviously introduced the
characters. John and Blanche were then only minutely different from the characterizations that
we would come to know. The most significant changes being that the couple had only been
married for three years, that Blanche had at one time been a schoolteacher, and that John was
more deviant in his quest for some serious sleep than he would later portray (he’d bought
himself a double-thick sleep shade, lullaby musical pillow, toe mittens, electric pajamas, and
an automatic sheep counter).

Some accounts also mistakenly refer to The Bickersons’ start coming on Edgar
Bergen’s series, whereas they really only came to that program two years later for a brief run.
On September 23, 1948, Rapp was given a contract for loaning his brainchildren to The
Charlie McCarthy Show for 13 weeks. Commencing October 3rd, the agreement was for
$1,500 per week, with options for 39 and 52 weeks more. But, this time, it would be film
actress Marsha Hunt playing Blanche alongside Ameche. Hunt could whine with the best of
them, but when it came to building sheer terror in a husband - in comparison with the
pugnacious Langford - she was a little too “nice” for the role. Though the occasional new
situation was created for the short Bergen run, most of these Bickersons scripts were word for
word reprises of Drene (later known as The Old Gold Show) dialogue.

Blanche: If the house ever caught fire which would you save first? The cat,
the canary, or me?

John: Me.

The Bickersons made its way to TV, first on the
hour-long variety series, Star Time on the DuMont network on
September 5, 1950, running every Tuesday from 10:00 to
11:00 p.m. Frances Langford was back in the role of Blanche
along with Star Time emcee Lew Parker as John. They shared
this late-night show with Benny Goodman until February 27,
1951.

The high-profile series, and eager Bickersons
reviews, attracted yet another sponsor who had found so much
mileage in radio: Philip Morris. Phil Rapp was happy to take
his married couple back to their original medium, though Don
Ameche had live television commitments and could not rejoin
the series, which was finally getting its own half-hour time slot.
Lew Parker again proved himself a more than able vacuum
cleaner salesman.

The Bickersons radio show, with Frances and Lew,
began on June 5, 1951 over WCBS as a summer replacement
for Truth or Consequences. The New York Herald Tribune
gave a significant rave for their contrast to the usual type of
family entertainment. Though the reviewer couldn’t recall “a
single likable character” in the show’s short career, he thought

the series worked so well because “you can feel both sorry for
and superior to The Bickersons, which is a very pleasant
emotional mixture.”

Frances Langford had begun receiving top billing
when Lew Parker took over John’s role. The notable perk
about the 1951 show was that new material had to be written
for each episode in order to flesh it out to a half-hour. At last,
there were new jokes and new situations for the accursed
couple.

By the end of the summer of 1951, The Bickersons
tried to repeat their television success with six half-hour shows
starring Lew Parker and the beautiful Virginia Grey. It’s the
Bickersons was recorded in front of a live audience.

While Rapp re-used all of the material he’d written for the previous ’51 radio
series, as well as recycled sight gags from previous TV incarnations, he did adapt the skits a
bit when The Bickersons did guest spots on the many live shows they appeared on. Later that
year, Phil licensed the couple (Lew and Virginia) and a “suitable script” to Ed Wynn for
$3,000 to use on his All-Star Review on December 8, 1951. Though Rapp wrote, produced and
directed the entire show, The Hollywood Reporter thought The Bickersons were the highlight.
“No one can touch [Rapp] when it comes to bringing The Bickersons to life, and he and Parker
and Miss Grey could easily make an outstanding network quarter-hour out of it.”

As Phil Rapp’s son Paul later commented, “Virginia Grey was too pretty to play
Blanche.” Frances Langford, in part, agreed. “She was good as Blanche at rehearsals, but
when the camera went on, she didn’t want to look angry and mean like I did. And, Lew had
difficulty remembering all that dialogue on TV.”

Blanche: Believe me, if Gloria Gooseby had to ask for a kiss you wouldn’t
say “put out the lights.”

John: She never has to ask for it and I always put out the lights! I mean, I
hate Gloria Gooseby!

As The Bickersons became familiar to new audiences, it was inevitable that
someone else would latch onto the idea. On April 11, 1951, Phil Rapp saw Jackie Gleason’s
show and wrote to his attorney: “The reason for this hurried note is that I saw Cavalcade of
Stars, an hour show Friday nights on DuMont, last night. Lew Parker did a guest shot on the
show and did a sketch which was supposed to be a takeoff on The Bickersons. He played his
usual part and Jack Gleason was supposed to be his wife. They never referred to The
Bickersons, but the set they used was our Bickerson set—or a very close imitation thereof. The
whole skit was played with Lew in one bed and Gleason in the other. P.S. It was lousy.”

The next day, Rapp’s attorney wrote a letter to Abe Lastfogel of the William
Morris Agency. The legal correspondence flew, and Rapp was prepared to take Gleason to
court over what soon became The Honeymooners. Gleason settled with Rapp out of court for
around $10,000, and Rapp continued to try to sell his six It’s the Bickersons pilots. Alas, there
were no takers, and The Bickersons failed to hit it big on TV.Frances Langford
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